Yukon River Quest
Eating the elephant (and ham sandwiches).

It’s not the destination…it’s the glory of the ride…

Quest : “a long search for something that is difficult to
find, or an attempt to achieve something difficult.”
They call it the Yukon River Quest for
a reason: The Quest, the YRQ, is 444
miles of paddling from Whitehorse to
Dawson City through the middle of
North-West Canada, through the
middle of nowhere. It’s open to crews
of one, two, four and more paddlers in
canoes, kayaks, voyageurs and on
stand-up paddle boards (SUPs). To add
to the difficulty, you must complete
the course distance in under three and
a half days. Of this time, ten hours is
mandatory stop time, and that down
time almost inevitably falls in the
middle of the day. Paddling through
the night, such as it is night – you are
so far North it doesn’t really get dark is de rigueur, and sleep deprivation is
a large factor to weigh in to the
equation. However, that is just the
race itself. My Quest started way, way
before, and covers six years, a whole
heap of trials and tribulations, and two
races. It’s a bit of an epic, but that is
kind of the point of a quest, isn’t it…?
I’m not sure when I first encountered
the YRQ, but the first time it properly
entered my racing consciousness was in about 2009,
when a BBC documentary aired, taking a marathon
runner from Putney, and putting him through his paces
in a K2, and down the course with almost no kayak
training. I’m not even sure if my obsession with
paddling had really resurfaced at the time either, but
my curiosity was piqued. By late 2011 it was turning up
increasingly in links from race sites such as the Devizes
to Westminster (DW), and it seemed to me like the
obvious next challenge I should take up.
Time to ask The Boss:
“It’ll cost too much, take too long, and you’re mad.”
I hadn’t meant to state it quite so baldly, but when I
declared my hand, I got the reply from my better half
that I probably deserved. Still, for once I was sort of
prepared. I had vague answers for the first two
criticisms of my aspirations: Races do cost, and Yukon
wouldn’t be markedly more expensive than some of
the other races I’d done. In terms of time, I’d be
training anyway, and the training wouldn’t be vastly
different to the marathon training I was doing anyway.
As for the bit about being mad… well, there really

wasn’t any answer to that. That was understandably,
for a few days, the end of the discussion.
When it resurfaced in conversation later that
week, we had the outlines of a deal: It would
cost me – an epic family holiday in Canada
either around or before the race. We had
further discussion about how it would work,
who I’d race with, and other details which –
as the plans were very much seedlings – I had
no idea about. For a partner, I had the vague
idea of asking and acquaintance of mine,
Hairy, as he had buckets of endurance, and of
late had developed an interest in kayaking,
and we seemed to get on OK. I were using
didn’t fit with what the race was about.
Beyond that… it was time to start planning.
I must have told Hairy about the race and
asked about the possibility of a partnership
sometime in the spring 2012, because I had
his commitment before I ordered the
Seaward Passat. It shipped from North
America that summer, a beautiful burnt
orange beast of a two-man kayak, which
arrived in a massive crate. I had to break it
down and carry piecemeal up to the house
(the crate, not the boat), as I was unable to
shift it on my own. The Passat began to
gather dust almost immediately as I had no
means to get it from home to the water, and
it wasn’t until July that it finally got its first outing with
Hairy. The boat lived up to its billing, and we
celebrated by bolting on a couple of extra miles on the
canal, and wetting it with a swift pint in the Lime Kilns
pub. However, with an interim focus on getting up to
speed for the 2013 DW, the Passat returned to its
kennel and made barely a trip to the river for the next
two years.
The plan, such as it was at this stage, was to see how
Hairy and I functioned together in the cauldron of DW,
and then figure out what we needed to do for the
following year, 2014, to do the YRQ. However, the next
nine months passed in a whirlwind of disappointment.
Hairy and I failed to bond as a team. For my part, I
never really allowed him to own the seat he was sat in,
and he had big shoes to fit following on from my
previous partners in crime, Rich and Jane. We just
never learnt how to work together, and sadly by the
time we had completed a traumatic and very cold DW,
and we met to pick over the bones of what happened,
I didn’t know him any better than I had before we
teamed up. I’d not helped myself by venting
frustrations at us not being able to find a comfortable
rhythm in the back. In any case, when he sensibly

bailed, I could see straight away it was the right
decision for both of us, and I was back to square one.
Scratch one. We hadn’t even got started.
By mid-2013 I was contemplating racing YRQ solo. It
was not the way I wanted to race as a first choice, but
the prospect of blooding a new partner after Hairy
wasn’t filling me with enthusiasm, and I didn’t know
any good paddlers who would be interested in racing
with me, and thus willing to stoop to my level.
It was here that fate played her hand. In August that
year, I lost one of my closest friends, Bex, to breast
cancer. Bex had been a running partner, and a work
colleague of mine, and along with her husband, Gaz,
had been an integral part of my Devizes crew. We had
known she was terminal from late 2012, and in the
precious time that she and Gaz had together between
then and August, they had discussed what he was to
do after she had gone. They had at some point
discussed him doing the Devizes race, and I think
during that time I already knew subliminally what was
going to happen.
I do regret that I never got to talk to Bex about racing
with Gaz before we lost her, as I’m sure that would
have delighted her but, the night after we lost her, Gaz
broached the subject. He couldn’t run a marathon in
her memory, he said, as his knees were shot, but that
boat stuff… DW was the obvious thing to do. It seemed
to me at the time that getting him out in a kayak was a
good way to distract him from what he was going
through. Within two or three paddles out, Devizes
didn’t seem enough. Even though it was ridiculously
early, I put it to him. After all, I’d promised Bex I’d look
after him, and while I knew that it didn’t fit most
people’s idea of “looking after”, I knew she’d approve.
It just felt like the right thing to do. He didn’t take any
persuading.

1 Six Feet Fours with Oars in early training

I’d agreed to meet up with Darran Williams, a Questor
from that year, after he’d put up a post on the DW
Facebook group about his race. We both went to meet

Darran in Norwich, and get his take and advice for the
price of a dinner at the Last Wine Bar. When we met
him, he looked at us with a wild glint in his eye, and
asked which story we wanted first, the one of how not
to do the race, or the one of how to do it properly. We
got them both. If he hadn’t committed completely
before this stage, now Gaz was completely hooked.
We completed DW in 2015, and things were looking
good until I picked up a groin injury. We had to pull
from that year’s YRQ. Scratch two. We hadn’t even
made the start line.

2 Horace the heron whilst training on the Ashby Canal

By the time we rocked up in Canada a year later, we
were more than ready. Our training had been solid,
including another DW and an eighty-mile trip down the
Dordogne, so we knew we could handle the water. It
was a relief to have made it that far.

Mike was over from the UK on a biking holiday for a
few weeks, and had kindly volunteered his time for the
week we were there. Having touched base in the
airport, still wearing his biking leathers in 30 plus
degrees, he then disappeared for the next few days to
explore Northern Yukon. In the meantime, we got
down to the business of preparing ourselves, our kit,
and the boat.
5 Gaz at the start

This was when we found out that the YRQ event
proper does not start at the start line. As we walked
into the departure lounge in Vancouver Airport, this
grinning, bespectacled American looked at me and
said: “You’re here for the Quest, aren’t you?” Cue Jed
and Bob, team IOWA (Idiots on a Wild Adventure). We
started to meet the other teams. From the instant
camaraderie, it was apparent that these were crews
we’d be racing with, and not competing against. We
also met Team Glaslough from Ireland, Paddy and
Dave, plus their other halves, team Jester,and a host
more crews. You could feel already a shared sense of
purpose. YRQ 2016 really kicked off here. We met our
support crew, Mike, when we landed at the airport in
Whitehorse.

Now, it’s the little mistakes and niggles that start to
creep in that get you. Ours really started on
registration day. We’d left some of our food
preparation until that evening, and where we should
have been relaxing, we were going flat out in last
minute cooking and packing that we could have
avoided. By the time I went to bed I was wound up with
nerves more than I should have been, and with the
impending lack of sleep this was not good.

4 Paddy and Kate

Over the next three days, we met and befriended more
crews, including Jan, Team Rhino, Mike and Karen,
Team Riverbend, who were to be central to our
experiences to come. Most of these were encounters
by Kanoe People, the place where many of the
participants hire their boats from for the race, or
launch for their practice runs. Jan was
slightly different. We met him in our hotel when he
plonked himself down on the foyer sofa next to us and
announced he was joining us for dinner. He was a
convivial character, and great fun in that time,
especially while he was trying to fix up his Brown Trout,
a hideous looking K1 he had lined up for the race. He
did manage to replace it just in time with a beautiful
Epic Sport and that, with everything else that went his
way, was hugely entertaining to behold.

By the time Mike had returned on the Monday
evening, a day and a half before the start, and the day
of the meet and greet, we thought we were ready.
3 Mike

I was already struggling with sleep through jet lag, and
I managed to compound the problem by not switching
my phone to “silent”. At around 1am it went off. I hate
the “Mis-sold PPI” calls at the best of times, but this
automated call took the biscuit. I slept fitfully for the
rest of the night until about five, but as it turned out I
had the least of the problems.

lucks with our fellow participants; twelve o’clock
came; the hooter went, and we were off.
For the first four hours, I think we had one of the best
paddles as a pair we’d ever had. We were in the midst
of the early flotilla as it meandered its way down the
Yukon to Lake Laberge. Paddy, Dave, and Jan came
past and moved on in this time; we weren’t to see
them again until Carmacks. We were on time and I felt
we were paddling well as we hit the lake.

sitting in his stomach, unprocessed, and he was
dehydrating. In the back I felt fine. A couple of hours
over the lake and his head dropped. It was not looking
good. We’d done more distance in training with no
problem, and we hadn’t anticipated this. We had to pit
at one point on a tiny beach on the right-hand bank,
with a point that Gaz climbed up to and on his return
described as the best view from a dunnie that anyone
could wish for.

Not long after starting the crossing the effects of the
night before started to have an impact on Gaz. He was
drinking his water and trying to eat, but both were just
6 With teams Glaslough and Rhino

In the room adjacent, unbeknownst to me, Gaz was
not well. He’d quietly struggled with his dinner the
night before, and hadn’t been able to hold it down.
With the impending requirement for calories to burn,
this boded badly. I knew nothing about this until after
the race, as that morning we were too wrapped up in
final registrations and preparation to focus on
anything else. However, at this stage our spirits were
high. We’d waited a long time to get here, and now
here we were, on the start line. We exchanged good

7 Gaz's Dunnie

8 Early doors: Rhino (right)

We pressed on. But Gaz was in trouble. For the last
hour of Lake Laberge I did the lion’s share of the
paddling. With hindsight, this in itself was a mistake,

but hindsight is a wonderful thing. I expended far more
energy than I should have. By the time we reached the
end of the lake at about 10:30, we were in big trouble.
There’s a checkpoint at Lower Laberge, and we pulled
in and we got Gaz in front of the fire. He was not all
there. I got one of the pasta boxes out and tried to get
him to eat, but it wasn’t working. After an hour we got
him into some warm clothes; all the time I was trying
to get him to drink. Selfishly it was incredibly
frustrating: I felt in good shape, and here we were, on
the bank, trying to sort out something we hadn’t seen
coming, with no clue what the cause was. Other crews
were coming past. I was damned if we were scratching
so early in the race. This wasn’t what was supposed to
happen. Other crews were coming through and you
could see from the looks on their faces that they
thought we were toast.
At about 11.30 that evening, it started to rain, so I used
one of my dry changes. Then, in a fit of desperation, I
threw some electrolyte tablets into reflating a balloon.
Gaz instantly perked up. That’s not to say he looked
great; some zombies looked in better condition than
he did at that point, but there was life. I was getting
agitated about the cut-off times by now, so we pushed
back out, with the understanding that Gaz would join

in when he was ready. That turned out to be an
immediate return. Gaz was back.
All through training, and as a result through the early
stretch of the race, Gaz had never used electrolytes.
For the first time, in the race, it bit him. You listen to
others sagely tell you how you can’t do the race
without them, but he’d not had the experience of why
not. Again, hindsight, but now we were moving, we

and try. Nothing, and by this time there was a lot
coming through. Every hour we were pit stopping for
him to go on the bank. Every time we pulled up on the
bank, we stopped getting closer to the finish, and more
crews came sailing past. Their speed appeared
phenomenal when they did, and by now there were
fewer and fewer crews left behind us to come past. To
compound it, as it was still raining, every time we
stopped the rain that had soaked me made my clothes
colder, and I started to use up my changes.
We pulled off some fabulous pinpoint breakouts to
make our stops, into eddies the length of the boat in
some cases. At one point we pulled up in some reeds,
and as we did so, they erupted in a buzz of little wings.
The insect life was alive and abundant on the banks.
We pressed on. It rained on. I remember, at what
passed for dawn, passing through an old logging camp.
There must have been a forest fire there some decades
before, as there were the blackened carcasses of huge
trees still standing stubbornly straight on the plateau
of the camp, with new-growth firs sprouting up in
between, all shrouded in mist. It was ethereal, and
quite awe-inspiring. Despite the issues we were
having, we knew we appreciated what a special place
we were in, a quarter of the world that so few get to
see.

were on flowing water. There was a glimmer of hope.
A finish was still on the cards.
The rain persisted, getting steadily heavier, and now
we had a new problem. All the water that Gaz had
drunk and not processed needed to come out. We’d
planned for this, and had hospital bottles for this very
purpose. I’d been merrily using mine all the way across
the lake with no issues. When Gaz went to use his, he
couldn’t. He just couldn’t pee sitting down. We’d not
practiced this in training. Hindsight. He’d stop paddling

Reading this, you’d think Gaz was copping for more
than his fair share of hardships, but in the back, I was
becoming the victim of my own errors too. We’d
dismissed using GPS as a navigation aid, on the basis
that it would be an unnecessary distraction. We were
on a river, and it would be difficult to get lost, what
with there being only one way to go, with the current.
We reasoned that it’d be easy to navigate off the
landmarks on the sides, the trees, islands and slides,
and from the bends in the river. The Yukon is large, and
from Laberge onwards it bends left and right a lot.
There are a lot of slips into the water, there are a lot of
islands, and there are an awful lot of trees. After a
while, especially with fatigue, and more so with the
current, I started to badly misjudge our speed and get
ahead of myself on the maps. It’s an easy thing to do,
especially when you are tired, wet, and cold, and want
to be going faster. What really got me, again with that
damn hindsight, was just how far ahead I misjudged us
to be.
By the time we reached Big Salmon, I thought we were
nearing Carmacks. When we shouted across our
number to the checkpoint and asked how far to go, we
got a rude awakening. We still had the best part of
sixty miles to cover. That was not going to be covered
in the hour I’d reckoned us having left, and it was a
titanic hammer-blow. We cursed my stupidity, naivety,

and put our heads down and just paddled. It was still
raining,
By now, we were seeing nearly nobody else. It was
frightening how alone we were. I can’t speak for Gaz,
but to say I was worried was an understatement. For a
while you could see a crew half a mile or so in front,
and get nowhere near them. If we did catch a crew, a
toilet stop on the bank would put the gap back again.
The brutality of it all was really hitting our heads.
At around eight in the morning, we pulled in and I
changed into the last of my dry clothes. That they were
the last was not lost on me. As we were on the banks,
a monitoring boat pulled up, with who later turned out
to be Dave McGee on board, to ask how we were. We
weren’t great, but not at rock bottom. Not yet. It was
still raining. We pushed on.
After Big Salmon, we put in a big shift for the next hour
before taking a break. The fatigue from being up for so
long was taking its toll, and the lack of sleep before the
race was biting me badly. After the break we managed
another half hour before a rest, then half an hour, then
ten minutes, five...
Now we hit a new problem. I would watch Gaz’s head
as it dropped, and I realised that although he was still
paddling, he'd nodded, off. Then it started happening
to me. The metronomic stroke would just lull you off,
and your eyes close, and the next moment you awake
with a jolt, and scare the pants off your partner. Having
been awake for thirty hours, this was predictable, but
we’d banked on being in Carmacks by now. Carmacks
was a long way off and this was frightening.

It was me who cracked first. We were still a way from
Little Salmon when we started discussing reviewing
the situation at Carmacks, and by “reviewing”, I do
mean scratching. In broaching that subject, I think we
crossed that line. I was in a terrible place by now, and
I was dealing with thoughts of trying to deal with
hypothermia out here with no more dry clothes on top
of the fatigue, and boy that fatigue was hurting. The
sheer enormity of where we were, and the feeling of
being totally dwarfed by the wilderness was
overwhelming. The walls had closed in. As we neared
Little Salmon, I felt at the end of my tether. We pulled

in on the bank, and stepped under the small
checkpoint awning and out of the rain. There was a
small fire in there, but it was impossible to get warm. I
was soaked. I was out on my feet. I can’t speak for how
far gone Gaz was, and although I know it was a joint
decision, I know who was the one who pulled the plug.
I pulled it. Telling the marshal we were scratching was
the most miserable sentence I’ve uttered.
We chanced upon Russell, a guy with a pickup and roof
bars, whose sisters had also pulled, through injury,

further upriver, and weren’t due down for a bit. He
volunteered to take us and boat down to Carmacks.
Russell turned out to be the brother of the Blonde
Idea, one of whom – Karla - I’d managed to freak out
at registration by commenting on a YouTube video of
one of her previous Quests that she wasn’t aware of.
Her sister, Lisa, had put it together and posted it
without her knowing. I’d watched loads of YRQ videos
to glean as much as I could before the race, and theirs
was one of the best. I don’t know what Karla thought
when I mentioned it in the registration queue! I guess
she thought I was a stalker or something, but she
turned bright red and didn’t talk to us after that, so it
hadn’t been an auspicious start. However, Russell was
a godsend. We loaded up and set off, Gaz in front with
Russell, and me in the back. On the way to Carmacks, I
crashed out in the back of his pickup, and by the time
we arrived the rain had stopped, I was alert again, and
I was beginning to wonder whether we’d made a
horrible mistake at Little Salmon.

9 Five Fingers

Bless him, Mike picked up the pieces. Along with Kate,
Peter’s support, he sorted us out. Being in Carmacks
was depressingly deflating. We saw crews we knew,
crews I’d had the hubris to think we were better than,
come in and depart. We saw others who also
scratched. I met Joanne for the first time. Well, when I
say met, it was more “saw”. If I thought we were
gutted, she was in a far worse place. She’d scratched
through illness, and was in a permanent state of tears.

The following day we travelled down to Dawson in
convoy, Mike out in front on his bike, and us in Kate’s
Winnebago behind. We stopped at Five Fingers, and
walked down the steps to have a proper look at the
Rapids. I can’t remember exactly how many flights
down it was, but it was certainly further than we
should have descended given our energy levels.
Getting down was easy. It was on the return to the top
I felt how little gas I had left in the tank. It took a
supreme effort, and quite a few rests at the top of each
flight to make it back up. This seemed to confirm to me
that we had made the correct call. To have carried on
into deeper wilderness with that little left in the tank

and all you could see either side of the road for miles
and miles was a green carpet of trees. By the time we’d
reach the next ridge and cross that, we just got the
same view again. The sequence of ridge, tree
panorama, ridge, repeated itself for hours. All this time
we watched Mike ride on astride his Honda. I
completely understood his love for this part of the
world. The scale of the place is mind-boggling.
We reached Dawson late that afternoon, in time to see
the first crew finish, and take in a beer or two in the
Pit, the Westminster. Gaz had brought a pink shirt for
the occasion, and for a bet. He wore it in the Pit that
night. It took less than a minute for the first comment
to be passed on that shirt. Rather him than me.
We switched from racing to supporting. That night, or
rather early morning, as the crews came in, Gaz went
down to help pick people out of their boats at the

11 Team Riverbend break 55 hours

would have been reckless, to say the least. It was
worth the walk down though to see what we should
have paddled through.
We also got a different perspective on the Yukon
territory on the drive to Dawson. We’d cross a ridge,

10 Mike rides point into Dawson

finish. His most memorable encounter was with a C2
crew. The front paddler was not really on the planet
any more. The first question he asked Gaz was “Can I
take my cheese mask off now?”. His partner tapped his
head to indicate that his mate had lost the plot.
Apparently not long before he’d announced that he’d
had enough, and had stood up to get out. Right in the
middle of the river. It must have taken some
persuasion to get him to sit back down again. Gaz also
picked out Michael and Karen, Team Riverbend.
They’d really gone for it toward the end to break the
coveted fifty-five hours, and Michael was in bits from
the effort, but they’d done it: a stellar achievement.
Through the Saturday, we saw more friends cross the
line. Peter, David and Jan came in early afternoon. Of
all the crews, these were the guys we identified most
with, who we had spent most time with before the
race. It was a mixed feeling: This could have, should
have, been us, but at the same time we were really
chuffed for the guys who made it.

as it is above, but each time the story finished with
“…but what an event!” The wistfulness was already
there. YRQ 2016 was done. What next?

It bloody hurt, watching Peter, Jan, David, and the rest
collect their certificates but, at the same time, we
wouldn’t have missed it for the world. At some point,
we had a talk with Joanne. She had parked her
wedding ring with the organisers to guarantee a return
and a finish the following year. I liked the sentiment,
but I couldn’t see any return for us.
We’d booked on the bus to get back to Whitehorse,
and all too soon we had to leave. The road trip back
was horrendous, given how tired and dejected we
were. For everything we’d been through, it felt like we
were being ripped away from the event, and it was sad
to have to go at that point. I felt like we’d missed so
much in Dawson that it had to show, and I had no idea
if we’d ever be back.
12 Gertie's – with Mike and A Blonde Idea II

That evening we hit Diamond Tooth Gertie’s. Gertie’s
is the reincarnated dance and gambling hall,
modelled on the establishment as then was from the
Klondike Gold Rush. We spent the evening with the
McGee’s, Team “A Blonde Idea”, and Russell and
Dave, trying to persuade Russell to take part in the
race, and to get evidence of his agreement on
camera. Sadly, we didn’t succeed, nor did we manage
to get him up on stage with Gertie and her dancers,
but we gave it a damn good shot. Gertie’s was full of
competitors that night, and it was bittersweet to be
there with them. At this stage, I could not see any
way back. We’d shot our bolt, and if any return was
on the cards, it was not going to be for a few years
yet.
Sunday, the next morning, we packed up our gear and
headed up to the Robert Service School for the
presentations. As the organisers started the proceeds,
Gaz turned and looked at me. The twisted anguish on
his face reflected exactly what I was feeling. What
might have been! We watched our fellow wayfarers
get what we had come for, and here we were,
scratchers, that DNF right there for everyone to see.

At Whitehorse, we repacked and then headed to
Whistler for a few days. We spent that time soulsearching and picking over the bones of our race. It all
came back to the cumulative effect of the little
mistakes we had made. Sat in one of the bars, being
served by an English bartender who was the spit of Al
Murray drinks (beautiful Canadian beer), we beat
ourselves up over events. Our reckoning was that, if
any one of the issues we’d had was taken out of the
equation, we’d have made it to Carmacks. We realised
that whatever we’d done, we’d blown it. At the root of
it, we both accepted we’d failed as a team. It wasn’t
Gaz’s fault, nor mine, but a joint defeat. I think that it
is to both mine and Gaz’s credit, that not a word was
passed in anger or frustration at the other at any stage
in the race. Everything it threw at us during and after
the race we took as a team, and that team is still alive
and well today.
After a stint with family in Vancouver, we returned to
the UK, or the K as it had become after Brexit. At
Heathrow, we headed in separate directions. Now was
the time for explanations. We had a large following for
the race, and people wanted to know what had
happened. Each time I recounted the tale it was largely

The deal with Julie had always been for the one trip,
and I’d resigned myself to the reality that that was
that, or at the very least it was going to be several
years before I had another pass out. However, we
went out for a meal and more of a post mortem on the
trip, the door was opened a fraction for the chance at
another go. Nothing was set in stone. I wasn’t even
sure at this stage if I’d physically be able to take on the
training again, let alone the race, but she didn’t say
“no”. I’m still not sure why she opened the door to
another attempt. Maybe it was the thought of me
being a miserable sod about it for a very long time.
Whatever the reason, I’m hugely grateful that she gave
me a pass out for that shot.
Now that there was a possibility of my returning, I
started boat hunting. Consensus has it for K1 paddlers
that the Epic 18XS is the boat to race in and, having
seen Jan Malan paddling one in 2016, I was convinced
that this was the craft for me. Knowing that getting
hold of one is like finding hen’s teeth, I put out feelers
to Whitehorse to get hold of one of the two I knew
were there and for rent, but they were both already
gone. Bear in mind that this is still back in July/August.
I resigned myself to their unavailability and
approached Kanoe People for a less than perfect
substitute, and booked it, hoping it wasn’t the Brown
Trout Jan initially had lined up that year. Still, this was
the first active step towards a return.
I had my first paddle out on the Fazeley Canal in
Tamworth two weeks after returning. My left arm was
still numb from the race, and my feet were all pins and
needles, but in the scheme of things these weren’t the
problem. It was my head. Normally I switch off into a
bit of a daydream, or chew on some work-related
conundrum. There was none of this. My head was full
of the failure to finish, and the hurt that entailed. For
the hour I was in the boat, I thought of this and nothing
else. I was so angry, so full of rage. It couldn’t end on
this note. We had been so close!
Training over the rest of the summer and the autumn
was patchy. Gaz was loved up and focussed on
imminent house move; Jane was still injured; therefore
neither was in a boat. All the sessions were in the K1.
It was strange to be back in a racing boat after the time
in the Passat, very wobbly, and the head was still
raging about not finishing. Then, having completed all
the training for Glasgow to Edinburgh, I succumbed to
a case of Ashby Canal Belly and missed it, losing a stone
in the process. Training for the year petered out
quietly, but every minute of every session that I spent

in the boat now lasered in on that one objective: that
shot at setting the record straight.
The first date in the Yukon cycle is November 1st, and
this was etched in my brain, on the calendar, and on
the alarm clock to make sure I had a place. In past
years, this has been a simple formality of registering
on the website and getting your place. November 2016
was a bit different. The way it worked normally favours
us Europeans, as the entry opens at midnight Canadatime, which is 7am over here. If you’re up nice and
early, have all your details and SPOT links to hand, you
can get your application in sharpish, and it’s job done.
2016 was different: firstly, there was a glitch on the
entry which meant that the site wouldn’t process
applications, and then, when at 4 that afternoon it
sprang to life, there was a flood of entries. I thought I’d
get in there as a first ten entry, but found myself down
as the twenty fifth in the pile.
By the morning of the 2nd, entry for single paddlers was
closed. However, I was one of the lucky few, and had
booked my place. For a couple of days after this, I felt
a rise in my adrenaline levels: a key building block was
laid. I had a boat, and I had a place. Now I had to get
myself to a level where I could do myself and the race
justice.
For me, training ceases to be ticking over and becomes
training proper when there is a clear focus. With seven
months to go, Yukon was just a blur, and the annual
odyssey down the Kennet and Avon Canal and Thames
that is the Devizes to Westminster (DW) was more
directly in the lens. While there was never a question
of not taking part in DW 2017, it became the
benchmark target. If I could come through that
comfortably and relatively unscathed, then that would
be the “Go” signal for Canada.
My training regime was, as it always had been, a set of
four paddle sessions a week, three in the dark, the cold
and the rain after work, then with a longer outing on
the Sunday. This started in January at 40 miles a week,
peaking at 70 for two weeks in early April, tapering
down to Easter weekend. I’m never going to set the
world alight with my times, but this was going to clock
me my 1000th DW mile, and as such was worth
celebrating. It did feel bizarre, and just a little bit
arrogant, that DW itself was going to be a training run.
In training, it certainly felt like I only had one eye on
the ball.
Meanwhile, I set about nullifying one of the issues
we’d encountered in 2016. Maps. I knew that I’d
messed up spectacularly on the map reading, and that
the main causes of this were not using a GPS tracker
and misjudging the currents. This was not going to

happen again. I spent the best part of a week sat with
the Rourke maps and Google Earth, plotting in all the
landmarks and even the page numbers, and then
creating the necessary GPX files. In 2016, I’d made
copies of the channel routes from Randy and Andy, a
C2 combination from Nanaimo who had gotten hold of
a previous winning crew’s pre-planned route. I
converted those route cheat sheets we’d copied out in
Whitehorse into tracks as well. By the time I’d finished,
I had everything I needed from Rourke available
electronically.

30 miles a session, but it was feeling a bit stagnant.
Time for a visit to Hereford….

I toyed with the idea of borrowing my wife’s bike
Garmin, but it was a bit too fancy for kayaking with,
was Li-ion battery powered and, had I trashed it…there
are some bits of wrath you can live without. I acquired
not one but two Garmins: a first generation Etrex and
a slightly newer Etrex 20. It took a few goes to get them
loaded with the reference points and the route files,
but by March they were done. I even found the
topographic maps of the course to supplement the
data I’d created.
In the course of the build-up, I had one of those bits of
fortune that just make you think it’s going to be your
year: a post went up at the end of January advertising
the availability of an Epic for the race. I leapt at it and,
although it wasn’t exactly the boat I was looking for, it
fit the bill better than the boat I had lined up. When I
got in touch with the owners, it turned out that they
were not only UK-based, but relatively speaking just
down the road in Hereford, and they had the same
model boat with an identical set-up in the UK. The deal
was struck, and I briefly met Sharon, Percy and Steve
for the first time at the end of the Waterside series.
We agreed a meet-up for mid-May in Hereford so that
I could give the Endurance they had a try.
Easter and DW arrived. I raced the four-day event with
the usual superlative support from Gaz and Jane. I
paddled hard the first two days, and reined it all in and
savoured the last two days. I’d got some celebratory
beer labelled up to mark my 1000 miles, and I think we
gave the marshals about 60 bottles over the weekend.
(When you consider they’re paying more in hotels,
petrol etc for the privilege of helping you race, it
seemed like the perfect way to say thank you.) I
finished the weekend on a high. Now there was only
one target. It was close. Ten weeks to go, and nothing
in the way. Well, almost…
I was still training in my racing Eagle Flight K1. I was
trying (and I still am) to sell my K2 Passat to free up the
cash and the space to replace with a sea/touring K1.
There were no takers, so the Eagle Flight was the only
option. I was still banging out 4 paddles a week, up to

I drove down to Hereford Rowing Club on the second
Saturday in May. Percy and Steve were already out on
the water, but Sharon was there to meet me and
introduce me to the boat. Percy appeared shortly
afterward and started briefing me on how the boat
was kitted out. Now, Sharon and Percy really know
their onions. I cannot hold a candle to either of them,
or Steve, when it comes to kayaking. The second Percy
started talking, it was apparent that I had to take on
board as much as I could from him.
Percy explained the seat set-up. Solid foam base,
topped with a memory foam sheet inside a dry sack
tied off at the rear of the cockpit, and doubled over at
the front to support the backs of the knees. He briefly
showed me the hatches, the integrated drinks system
(for electrolyte) in the rear, tubed through to the port
side with a Velcro drop tab. He’d added a “hammock”
under the deck for cag storage, and straps in the front
and rear storage hatches to stop gear from shifting in
rougher conditions. He showed me the decks they
used, a Sneak, ideal with pockets for stuff, and a zip to
get into the cockpit without taking the deck
completely off. The briefing, and it was a briefing, was
concise, precise, militaristic. I remember thinking that
I wouldn’t last five minutes in a boat with this guy, as
he obviously wasn’t one to suffer fools, and that was
one category I definitely fit into.
Percy and Steve disappeared back on the water, and I
kitted up and set out. Within a couple of hundred

metres I had a big, wide grin on my face. This was the
boat for me. The seat set-up was luxurious,
outstripping the Monkey’s Jumanji seat by some
distance, and the steering set-up allowed a kneestogether position when the water was calm enough,
which I knew for the most part it would be. None of
the stress positions for the toes of side pedals. I
noticed a couple of other little touches which were
definitely going home with me. The Velcro on the deck
to mount stuff was genius in its simplicity. Finally, it
reassured me that, if I was stuck training in the Eagle
Flight for the rest of the build-up, I was going to be fine.
To boot I felt like I was matching the speed of that boat
in this!
After the paddle, I sat down with the three of them and
picked their brains on the race, and on training. Percy
was very forthright in his thoughts, but I learnt as much
from Sharon when she got a word in. Steve was even
quieter. The regime these guys followed was different
to mine in that it demanded a lot more sessions, yet of
less distance. Instead of doing 70 miles in three to four
sessions, it’s better to cover a similar distance in 6 to
7. The way they explained it made sense. If you do
more, shorter sessions, you have less time on recovery
and when you start the next session it’s like the
continuation of the last one. It also reduces the risk of
injury without curtailing the build-up of your capacity
for endurance.
A lot of what was discussed confirmed that I was
largely doing the right things in a lot of my preparation.
Where it didn’t, I was learning rapidly. The best of it
was this unswerving belief of Percy that I could do this.
Given what had gone before, my confidence was still
as watertight as a colander, and his no nonsense take
on this was a pretty good tonic. Meeting these guys
had a profound impact on me for what was to come,
and for that I can’t thank them enough.
All fronts galvanized as soon as I was home. I ordered
a Sneak deck (thanks Percy), and the dry sack for the
seat. (I already had the foam, again to Percy’s spec
suggested at the Watersides). The training regime
shifted immediately. It might have appeared as
desperation, but as it made so much sense it was
better to shift, even at this late stage, than to stick with
what I had been doing. The first couple of weeks were
hard, but so much more concentrated and drilled. I
was no faster, but I could feel the continuity in the
sessions in a way that had not been there before.
I added the Garmin into the mix, with the Ashby routes
programmed in so that I could follow what it was
doing. I may know the canal inside out, but I learnt how
to use the maps, how the statistics display could be
even more useful. I ran the pair side by side, one with

maps, one on stats. Navigation was not going to be a
problem this time.
I switched buoyancy aids. I was now training in the
touring Kaikoura rather than a racing Astral PFD. I
stuffed the pockets with gels and Eat Natural bars. I
was getting used to gels now. I still ran the hydro pack
in the back, but I was getting disillusioned with it, not
least as there was going to be no way to change or refill
it in Canada. I switched back to bottles and started
experimenting with the Sawyer filters. I learnt quickly
that electrolyte mix clogs these up really fast, and
they’re almost impossible to flush. I think it was about
now that I subconsciously decided to run a two-bottle
system, with just water in the filter bottle and refilling
the second from a spare 2L bottle, or if necessary from
the river.
At home, I started hoarding kit. I had six baskets full of
gear: Dry sacks, bladders, hospital bottle, changes of
clothes, thermals, the most spectacularly unstylish
fleece onesie you have ever seen (but boy was it
warm), hats, first aid kits, Tupperware, batteries,
cameras, throw lines. Linda, bless her, supplied me
with enough gels and electrolyte to cover the training,
the race, and beyond (I’m still going through them!) I
had dry trousers as recommended by Gaz - really
warm. I hoarded Jamaican Ginger Cake, Eat Natural
bars. I booked my flights with Air Canada and sorted
all the other travel logistics. I’d already booked hotels
(as if you don’t do this around race entry time, you’re
screwed), and I sorted insurance.
Things were motoring, but there was still this niggling
“what if…” at the back of my mind. This was, without
question, going to be my last shot. To say that Julie had
been generous in allowing me to return is an
understatement, beside which I knew that, if I didn’t
manage it this time, then I was not big enough ever to
succeed. I thought about how I’d deal with this quite a
bit, and I don’t think I was the only one. One evening,
as I was leaving my parents’ to drive home, I had a half
conversation with my dad about how it could pan out.
In those snatched few words going to the car, it was
clear that I wasn’t the only one with this question.
Again, a couple of weeks before flying out, I had a
similar conversation with Julie. She made it quite clear
this was the last shot, but as I said, if I couldn’t manage
it this time, that was it. However, this does not bely the
quiet desperation to get over that line. I put everything
on the line to make sure that I had the best possible
chance. Quiet desperation is a powerful tonic.

The race was becoming exhilaratingly close. Whilst
idling away the time on a train down to London, I
checked through the entry list to see if there were any
other competitors I knew. I got a huge rush when I
discovered that Michael and Karen Bender were
coming back. I already knew Joanne was going to be
there – she’d been well ahead of me in getting her
place back in November. Aside from that there were
unfamiliar names of unfamiliar people, but I knew now
how YRQ works, and that there were new friendships
to come. But knowing that Michael and Karen were
going to be there was a big deal to me.
On the water, I was still piling through the training. I
was now starting to fly. It might have been a mere
homage to Numbnuts sessions, but I now found not
only more stamina, but an extra half a mile an hour. By
the last week, I was pushing the boat along in patches
at 7mph.

I picked up the golf bag from Gaz. Air Canada Premium
Economy is extremely generous on the weight
allowances, so the 40kg of gear I had was still
ridiculously within the limits. I still had to make some
decisions on what not to take, and the dromedaries bit
the dust, as did various dry sacks, waterproofs, and
luxury bits. I took enough land-clothes for five days,
figuring on laundromats. It all fit, and I knew that I’d
be coming back with less than I’d gone out with.
Although it was an open secret that I was going back,
I’d kept my powder dry on the web as to what was
going down. All I’d done was change the site name to
“Strength, Stamina, Brains, and Stubbornness”, and
made a brief comment that “This is not over”. With ten
days to go, I kicked off a countdown with a picture of
the bags. Training was done. Work was done. Time to
go.

I still had a leftover niggle from 2016 in that my left
side was very taut, and to a point I was managing how
I paddled with it to make the start line. Then with two
weeks to go, and only three training sessions left in the
schedule, the unthinkable happened when, of all
things, I was hanging out the washing. I turned, not
even holding anything, and my left laterals unwound.
For a minute it was excruciating. I was inside and
popping heavy duty ibuprofen instantly. This couldn’t
be happening! That evening’s training session
curtailed from ten miles to six, and that was it. What in
hell had happened? What did it mean for the race?
Thankfully I had a physio session booked in for the
following Monday. Fatigue, through overuse probably.
I was worried, but not at a standstill. This was still on.

The flight out was easy, uneventful, and made easier
by the extra £15 spent on the luxury of being able to
stop in the Maple Lounge in Vancouver for the six-hour
stopover. I arrived in Whitehorse pretty much on time
on the Thursday before the race. I had the best part of
six days to acclimatise and set about the last
preparations. I bumped into Kelly, half of team Sisu, in
the airport, and we shared a cab down to Whitehorse.
Now things really felt like they were kicking off.

breakfast. Francis Soenen was there, a face I
remembered from the previous year, but someone I’d
not spoken to. He and his then race partner had had
these serious race pictures taken for their race profiles,
which were quite memorable. After a coffee, the pair
of us wandered up to the superstore to pick up various
groceries for the race.

There was a slight glitch checking into the hotel, which
took some time to sort out. I nearly lost my rooms, and
it would have been a really bad start had I had to move
hotels. I felt a bit guilty that I was holding up a group
of ladies who were also checking in. Once it was sorted
we had a brief chat, and I met Yukon 4.1, Saranak 4,
and more importantly LT, Kitty, and Viv. It transpired
I’d been sat a few seats away from Viv all the way out
from Heathrow. I didn’t know it yet, but these three in
particular were going to have a pretty profound impact
on my race. Now I was on the lookout for some
support, and I kind of had this plan to take a leaf out of
Jan Malan’s book and blag support from anyone who
was generous enough to help. I cheekily mentioned
this to Kitty, but realised at this point that this
approach wasn’t really me. You realise that these guys
have a job to do for someone else, and you’re just
getting in the way of that. However, I’d made my first
real contacts. And I was here!

13 These ladies are angels. 'nuff said...

On Friday morning, I started back on the routines that
myself and Gaz had followed last year. Breakfast –
pancakes and maple syrup, obviously – at the
Edgewater. On the way out, I bumped into Viv and
company at the baked Café, and stopped for a second

Support was one of the unknowns. The other was
where my boat was! I knew that Sharon was arriving
the same day as me, and that Percy and Steve were in
the vicinity. But I also knew that Percy and Steve had
their own agenda. I banked on Kanoe People’s
generosity in allowing me to keep the boat there, and
they, and Sharon, didn’t let me down. When I went
over that morning to pick up my pre-ordered Sneak
spray deck, I found Sharon and the boat. We had a
quick look over it, and that was that. I now had all my
kit.

My preparation plan was simple: set up the boat on
Friday, take it out for a spin on Saturday morning, and
then, other than picking up last minute bits of food and
kit, wrap myself in cotton wool for race day. I went
back that afternoon to Kanoe People with a full kit bag
to dry load the boat. It was ridiculously easy compared
to the faffing we’d had last year with the K2. In the
process I met Steve Morrison, Old Bullet, and his other
half, Adele. We agreed that we’d do the practice
paddle together the following day. The Big Red t-shirt
and Steve’s general demeanour was a clear indicator
of this guy’s ability. I knew that, unless I was very lucky,
he was out of my league, but Steve and Adele are two
of the nicest people you could hope to meet.
We met up the following morning, and Steve
confirmed his credentials. He could have paddled away
from me at any point, but we largely went down the
river to Burma together, occasionally stopping to
tweak part of the boat set up. Steve was good at
pointing out the Eagles on the trees on the side (I’m
hopeless at that). When we arrived at Burma, Adele
was there to pick us up. It was raining, and Team Ghent
Bastards (Belgian, obviously) were stranded waiting
for their lift. The five of us sat in the Morrison car until
the rain passed. The YRQ spirit was alive and well,

everyone offering help and sharing the whole
experience with one another.

nice chap, and sounded exactly like Alexander the
Meerkat (it’s an insurance thing). There was a trueblue Aussie, who was there for the crack of supporting
the race too. I think his name was Andy(?), but
memory does not serve well. His character was way
bigger than his name though. I might not have been
paddling that day, but I was soaking up the YRQ
atmosphere.

and fruit and you’re there. After that breakfast, Steve
and Adele took me – impromptu – up to Miles Canyon
outside Whitehorse. I couldn’t have hoped to get there
on my own. It was beautiful, just one of those perfect
mornings.

We all went over to “Meet and Greet”, which this year
took place in the railway shed on the tracks. As we
walked in, I saw Joanne. The last time we’d talked, I
don’t think either of us was in a great place, and the
conversation had been stilted and stand offish. Joanne
just came over and gave me a hug. I knew why she was
there, and vice versa. We had a first, proper,
conversation about SUP, Australia, and other bits
before sitting down over the tracks for the speeches. It
was like meeting an old friend. Again.

Back at the hotel, I’d bagged out all the clothes into six
dry-bags (the race mandates only two changes. After
last year, I was not taking any chances.) It was also time
to eat the elephant. I took the maps (again) and went
through, breaking the stages down into manageable
chunks. Instead of paddling 187 miles to Carmacks, it
became 25 to Laberge, 28 to Lower Laberge, 30 to
Teslin, 34 to Big Salmon, 37 to Little Salmon, 33 to
Carmacks. Within each one there were minor points,
but I knew the course to Little Salmon, sort of, and, in
30-mile chunks, it was more manageable.

14 Steve (Old Bullet) and Adele

One thing had not changed from last year: I was
struggling to sleep. I’m not sure what to attribute this
to: the lighter nights from being so far North, the jet
lag, the nerves, or the altitude – Whitehorse is at 660
metres. With what was to come, a few nights’ good kip
were going to be really important. Adele suggested a
Nightnurse-style sleeping medicine. After last year, I
was willing to give it a go, but not just the night before
the race. It worked. Another marginal gain was made.
Sunday is a bit of a blur. You can’t walk anywhere down
the waterfront without bumping into competitors. As
I wandered up to check out the start area, I met team
Tubeerdz (brilliant t-shirts, even better beards), who
were setting out for a practice paddle, and the Millers
from Louisville. I met a load more paddlers down at
Kanoe People, including Greg, The Other Kiwi, and a
Ukrainian bloke called Sergey, who seemed quite a

I ate with the
Saranacs and 4.1
on Sunday night at
the
Rib
and
Salmon. Teresa had
driven, with boat,
all the way from
Penn state in a
drive that seemed
as epic as the race
itself. Her support
crew, who had
driven up with her,
was really feeling
the pace, and was
not really at the
races at all. The
following morning,
I discovered he’d bailed and flown home, leaving
Teresa not only with the race to do, but also the
prospect of another insane drive home afterwards, but
this time solo. Teresa took it pretty well, all things
considered. I’m still in awe of her race, even before you
factor in the epic trips either side.
I met up with Steve and Adele for breakfast at the
Burnt Toast on Monday morning. I’d had an awesome
“gnarly barley salad” lunch in there on Saturday, and
in looking for a repeat the following day had
accidentally arrived too early for lunch. Everything on
the breakfast menu was eggs, and I’m a fussy bugger.
French Toast Croissant looked…OK…so I had that, and
immediately replaced the Edgewater with the Burnt
Toast as the place to have breakfast. Think of a cross
between eggy bread and pancakes with maple syrup

year, but one of their stories of racing in the Lakes
really rammed that home. I think it was the MRX race,
and after a lake capsize and a long, long swim to shore
they went on to complete the event. Once these guys
have their race faces on they’re formidable.

I spent the rest of the day prepping my food, and
readying for registration. After last year, I was not
going to be caught out again by the acceleration in YRQ
pace that kicks in on the Tuesday.
Somewhere in the middle of the day, I met Ed and
George, the Guernsey boys. They weren’t exactly the
epitome of orderliness, and that chaos factor was
clearly grating on George’s stepfather, a Kiwi (which
will become relevant later). They’d lost their SPOT
tracker, which is a pretty cardinal sin in YRQ terms.
They’d finished a paddle and it had disappeared. They
did acquire a new one in time for the race, and then
found the original in one of George’s PFD pockets,
which I’m not sure that they ever fessed up to. Don’t
worry guys, that secret is safe with me… By that time,
I had a deck bag which was surplus to requirements,
and lent it to them. What goes around, comes around.
Monday evening is the “Meet and Greet.” Michael and
Karen were in the same hotel, and we had briefly
crossed paths, but they were ensconced in getting
their K4 set up right for Wednesday, and we’d not
really caught up until now. We went back to the Rib
and Grill for dinner with Oliver. When you meet people
at YRQ, you make special friendships quickly, but know
not a lot about these people outside the race. I’d got
an inkling of how tough Michael and Karen were last

The organisers definitely know how to kick things off,
and the high point is still Peter Coates’s “name and
shame” turn, where untracked crews are sent up. (I’d
been tracking all year. With hindsight I should have
skipped for a bit to get one of Peter’s emails. They’re
hilarious, and I’m sure there’s a bunch of crews who
deliberately leave the SPOTs off for as long as possible
to get some of Peter’s humorous abuse!)

Tuesday was registration day. I kicked off in the Burnt
Toast again, and found myself at a table next to two
people who were clearly paddlers, and turned out to
be Emily and Tom, SUP and support respectively.
Somehow Tom had talked Emily into the race, and
maybe out of guilt for what he’d gotten her in to was
there to pick up the pieces. We exchanged stories
before heading off.

Steve and Adele picked me and my gear up and we
headed over to the park to sign ourselves away. Faces
in the queues were now becoming familiar. Somebody
hugged me, and I looked down to see Joanne had
arrived. Sharon blagged the Epic through inspection,
meaning we didn’t have to carry it all the way up from
Kanoe People. It took a while, but everything went
through. I booked, and met, the official support team

final bit of the organisational jigsaw was complete; all
that remained was to nail it.
That afternoon, we attended the mandatory briefing.
This is, in essence, the PowerPoint which is posted on
the site, plus a weather forecast, but this year had a bit
of a gruesome twist. Someone had disappeared in the
river at Carmacks several days previously, and we were
asked to look out for that person. We were each given
an extra orange garbage bag, that in the event we
found him, we were to mark his location and trigger
our SPOT device. It was a sombre exodus at the end of
the presentation as we collected those bags on the
way out.
I struggled through a plate of cannelloni at the
Edgewater that night. The nerves were definitely
kicking in, and that was a struggle. I went back over to
the supermarket and picked up a tiny box of
raspberries in a massive cardboard box for breakfast.
It might have seemed mad, but the box was to rest the
boat on at the beach. I dropped out the tracking links
for friends to follow, and crashed. Unlike last year, I
slept adequately through to 6.00am. At that point, I
knew there’d be no more sleep for a while, and to
search for an extra hour was an exercise in futility. My
bags were all sorted. I kitted up and checked out.
Steve and Adele picked me up and we went up to
Rotary Park. Kanoe People had brought the boats up
for us. I loaded the boat, filled the Camel bag in the
rear hatch. We had repeated the kit check by 9:30. We
manhandled the boats into position on the front. Now
there was nothing to do but wait. I ate my raspberries.
It was cloudy and there was a noticeable chill in the air.
I started fretting about what to wear. No cag, light cag,
heavy cag? Sharon recommended the light one, but I
went for the heavy one, it felt that cold. For the legs, I
went for the dry trousers which Gaz had raved about.

you could charter, and ordered food for that stop. The

The race formalities kicked off at eleven. The weather
was holding off. The crew introductions came and
went in a flash. I bumped into Steve Numbnut just
prior to twelve, and we wished each other good luck. I

remember feeling just how badly I wanted this at that
point, how desperate I was to get to the finish. It had
almost ceased to be about the event itself, but more
about completion. With hindsight, this was missing the
point but, at the time, that desperation was stifling.
*
Three…two…one…twelve o’clock, and we’re off. The
front of the field streaks off through Rotary Park to the
water, and I’m mooching down at the back. As I deck
up in my boat, the crew to my left scoots off, and I ask
their support crew for a helping shove. The boat slides
easily off the cardboard into the water, and I’m now
vying with the back end of the carnage for space. I
watch Old Bullet ease away as I realise that the Garmin
units are not only not tracking, but also powered off.
I’m now badly multitasking, as only a bloke can do,
trying to start and reset both units whilst juggling the
blades and trying to get some momentum. I’m cursing
myself. This is a seriously amateur mistake. Why didn’t
I take them to the Park?
I’m one of the last ten to leave Whitehorse, but we’re
off. The trick is, as with all races, getting to the start,
and that’s ticked off. I’ve done all the training I possibly
could have, and I’m so, so ready for this. I move to the
right of the river, where the best of the current is, and
already I’m making inroads. This is my fourth time on
this stretch. I know it well enough. Let’s do this.
Over the next hour, I steadily stroke my way up the
field, which is going to take at least three hours to
uncoil. I’ve passed about twenty other competitors,
and I’m in good shape. The issue with my left lateral is
nowhere to be seen, and I’m in an ebullient mood. The
sun is out, and the cag is surplus to requirements. In
fact, it’s beginning to steam-cook me. There’s no
option to stop paddling and take it off, as that would
mean risking the buoyancy aid and all its contents midriver, and then the cag, and I’m not that confident I can
take it off without going over. I beach on the left bank,
a good hundred metres out of the current, remove my
PFD – drowning one of my speakers in the process –
and struggle out of the cag. By the time I’ve stowed it
under the deck and re-joined the race, all the places I
have made up in the first hour have been lost, all
through a crass decision before the start. At the least I
should have listened to Sharon. I park the selfchastisement. It can’t be undone, and I’m feeling great
now. I have a short chat with Joanne before I start
pulling away, and I’m back up to where I was by the
time we reach Lake Laberge, and I’m already half an
hour up on last year.
Laberge is thirty miles or thereabouts from one end to
the other. Some crews hate it because it goes on and

on, but I love the lake. We have nothing to compare it
to in the UK. I know that from end to end it will take
me about seven hours, and I’ve planned for that. As I
near the arrow which marks the start of the lake
proper, I pass the Millers. All is not well in their K2;
Karen appears to be having a bit of a meltdown. I hope
that it resolves itself: there’s a long way to go to
Carmacks, and angst at this stage is unhealthy.
I tack on the back of Hai Voltage, a German voyageur
crew which is pacing at about 5mph. One of the
mistakes I made last year was to push it mid-lake, and
it’s better to set a tempo which, even if it is just below
rate, you can preserve yourself on. Other than the
request to draft, there’s no dialog between us, but
they carry me a good ten to fifteen miles over the lake.
It’s a beautiful afternoon, clear, with a good forecast,
and I’m locked in. I succumb to temptation after this
and push on, catching a C2 and chatting for a bit.
As we near Lower Laberge, I need to go. I’m fully
hydrated and I’ve surprised myself I’ve got this far
without needing a break, but what’s gone in must
come out. When the pleasure boats aren’t churning up
a diagonal or lateral wake, it’s calm enough to unzip
the deck and…. suddenly I discover why Gaz had such
trouble in the boat last year. The dry trousers are
everything they need to be: warm, comfortable,
dry…but because they are so snug it’s really, really,
difficult to get that bottle lined up! No wonder he
couldn’t pee in the boat! It takes ten minutes of bumshuffling and trouser…adjustment to go. It’s comical it
its own way, but not a satisfactory situation.
I’m taking water from the lake now. The electrolyte
from the bag in the back tastes foul, and I use the gels
and add tablets to the unfiltered bottle on the left. (I
have a 2-litre bottle between my feet for refills.) The
bananas are good, and I’m eating but not enjoying the
Eat Natural bars. All of them have chocolate in, and it’s
sitting, not digesting.
As I get to the last ten miles of Laberge, I’m up on time.
The plan was to leave the lake in under 10:30, and for
a brief while it looks like being 8:30. This is ridiculous.
I don’t think I pushed this bit, but I could have backed
off at this point, and didn’t. I hit Lower Laberge in 9:20.
Six Feets left this last year in 11:30! Timewise this is at
the top end of my expectations.
I always had a preset plan for Lower Laberge, the end
of the lake. I know they have hot water there. I have
my only unenforced stop planned for here to change,
and to eat before the river. I stop and take 20 minutes
to change into a light neoprene rash vest, and stupidly
keep on the dry trousers. For food, I open a “just add
hot water” chicken and rice dish. As I take spoonfuls, I

can feel it rest on the bottom of my stomach as soon
as I try and eat it. I know at this point what is coming,
and it’s not good. I’ve been sick in too many races
before.
As I go to get back in, there are two other K1s about to
head out. The girl in the yellow boat turns to the guy
in the green boat and suggests that they team up. As
soon as I hear this, the opportunity is there. “How
about we all team up?” the deal is done. We push out
and set off down Thirty Mile.
I’d spent a lot of time in training preparing to be alone.
I’d got enough music, albeit now one speaker down, to
drown myself out for the entire race, if necessary. Last
year there were long stretches where, at best, you
could see a boat a mile away, and quite often you’d see
nobody at all. I can stomach myself for a while, but life
is easier around others. We started chatting and I
found I was paddling with Marieke, a Nederlander, and
with Wolfgang from Munich.
I’d stashed my hot food under my deck and it was
keeping me warm, but it was not going in. I could feel
everything churning, and then it just went. It’s never
pleasant, but trying to honk over the side of a boat
without capsizing takes a bit of effort. I’m not sure
what the other two were thinking at this stage, but I
wouldn’t have blamed them for ditching me. I’m
hugely grateful that they didn’t. Not only did they stick
with me while I addressed the problem over the next
few hours, but Marieke helped resolve it with antisickness tablets. In addition to all the sweet stuff, I had
bananas, peanuts, and raisins. I switched my diet.
Things were bad for me food-wise roughly between
midnight and four. I don’t remember much of this bit
of the race clearly. Marieke said afterward that there
were two moments in the race that she thought the
group would disintegrate, and it would be reasonable
to assume that this was one. I don’t think it overly
affected my paddling, but I could be wrong. By 6am, I
am on the road to recovery. This was in part down to
removing sweet stuff from the diet, but more because,
despite everything, we are flying, and psychologically
I’m in a great place. My benchmarks are last year’s
splits with Gaz, and we are so far up it’s ridiculous. We
were two hours up at Lower Laberge; that has now
improved by another couple of hours. As we near Little
Salmon, I’m out of my withdrawn state and beginning
to feel really good. This may have something to do with
the caffeine tablet I’ve had from Marieke, but I think
it’s more down to the benchmarking.
As we near Little Salmon, we sweep up Sergey, the
Ukrainian. He’s chipper, but just beginning to hurt
from his seat, and flagging. The three becomes a four.

After some discussion, the group agrees to a
temporary split so that Wolfgang and Sergey can sort
their legs out. I’m adamant that I’m not stopping, as
every minute off the water extends the race, and I’m
properly buzzing from breaking the hoodoo, which is
passing last year’s scratch point, now six hours up!
Up until this point, I have not looked at the maps. I’ve
been using prior knowledge and the Garmin
exclusively. This, I think, has been a massive boon, as
the maps have the psychological effect of slowing you
down, as it seems to take an age to get from the
bottom of one page to another. Now I am in uncharted
territory. Marieke explains that this is a really tough
section, as the river doubles back on itself several
times, meaning you are paddling several miles to cover
nearly nothing as the crow flies. With this negative
slant on the next stage, the maps out, the peanut and
raisin diet taking its toll, and the reality of being up for
over 24 hours, things begin to unravel. I swing from
jubilation to having to steel myself for the remaining
thirty plus miles of stage 1. Everything begins to slow
down, and it’s taking an eternity to cover each bend,
each page.
At the same time, I’m trying to work out how to
contain the food problem after Carmacks. Pretty much
everything I have in the boat, and in my replenishment
bag at Carmacks, is sweet, and I now know how racelimiting that is. I think about asking Adele if she can
help by picking up savouries from the store that I know
is at the garage in Carmacks. She has my wallet and
passport, it should be possible? Beyond that I’m a bit
stuck.
The section from Little Salmon turns out to be one of
the hardest stretches of water I have ever paddled.
There’s just the two of us for now, and I am flagging,
the weaker by far of the pair. We pass midday, and it’s
warmed up, so much so that I’m now dipping my hat
in the river, and sloshing it back on my head to cool
down. The last left-hand bend into Carmacks drags on,
and Marieke steals out a distance on me, and Sergey
and Wolfgang are nearly caught up. As the dock
appears on the right, I up the rudder and disconnect
the throwline from the deck bag. Twenty-five hours
and forty-eight minutes from the hooter, and the first
phase is done.

I was done there she then led me to the café for the
pre-ordered burger.

*
This was a watershed moment in the Quest for me. For
the first time I knew -knew that I was going to finish
the race. With help, I crawled out of the boat onto the
pontoon, and Andy(?) the Aussie lifted me upright.
There were a few typically Australian goodonyamate’s,
and questions from him to make sure I was OK.
Physically I was, but mentally I was falling apart. The
sheer brutality of that last stretch combined with
having beaten the food issue, and this huge step up the
bank into Carmacks had me over the edge. The tears
were coming freely at this point.

Andy(?) handed me over to wobble further into the
trees with my official support team. They were
brilliant. There seemed to be masses of them too. The
lady who guided me up took over all need to think
about anything. She steered me up to where my boat
had been set down, and I picked up my sleeping bag. I
bumped into Percy and Steve on the way, and
apologised to Percy that I was going to be so slow.
(He’s said to me before: “My boat doesn’t do 60
hours.” I was convinced at this stage I was that slow.)
She guided me to the tent I was allocated to and I got
my change of clothes. She ushered me to the shower
block, handed me a couple of loonies and explained
how to use the shower. I handed over my clothes, and
for this alone she deserves a medal. Those trousers,
given their constrictive nature in a boat and how
difficult it was to get everything in the bottle, were
grimmer than a baby’s nappy. It was a proper arm’slength job with metaphorical tweezers to hand those
over. They never went back on after that. Thankfully it
was warm enough after that with just tracksters. Once

I sat down with Wolfgang, possibly Sergey, but more
importantly LT, Kitty, and Viv showed up. I’d passed
them on the way to the boat, they’d asked me how I
was, and I’d briefly managed to explain the nutrition
problem. To their amusement I’d walked shoeless to
the café over the rocks past their caravan (“Barefoot
Bob” stuck for a while). As I munched my way through
a chicken burger, I elaborated, and they listened.
“Leave it with us”.
An hour of the mandatory seven was up. I went to the
tent to sleep, but I was too wired. I was so ecstatic at
having paddled this far. I lay on top of my sleeping bag
and tried to sleep, but it wasn’t happening. To
compound matters, both my biceps were locked solid,
even with my hands relaxed. After an hour, this was
definitely an impediment to sleep. I got up, went back
to the boat, and dug the Ibuprofen gel out of my bag
and smeared both arms with it. This had an effect, but
after a further hour I then needed a pee, and was up
again. I bumped into Karen and Mike on the way back.
They said later that that was the point they knew I’d
make it. Another hour went, and another. No sleep.
As the sixth hour ticked over I was just waiting for the
tap on the canvas.
The last hour in Carmacks is for more food and yet
another kit check. Having been roused and come back
to my boat there was a plastic bag on top with a note
on top, from Kitty/Viv/LT. Inside the bag were ham
sandwiches and apples. The note was to say that, if I
had time, they had pasta in their caravan. This might
seem trivial, but this was the pivotal moment of the
entire race for me. I was now in hock to people I barely
knew for digging me out of a huge hole. I stowed the
food in my deck bag, and turfed some of the offending
sweet stuff. I gave the two young girls who’d helped
with my boat one of the boxes of Jamaican Ginger Cake
to eat. They seemed to really enjoy that. I never got
there for the pasta though.
The tough bit was seeing the guys who’d scratched.
Little Salmon and Carmacks are the points where
crews are most likely to pull. I should know. Tubeerdz

were gone, with one, then the other being
overwhelmed with shoulder and back issues. The
Millers were out, and the Other Kiwi had pulled.
Having been in that dark place last year I felt a huge
amount of empathy for these guys. Tubeerdz and the
Millers went on to Dawson. It seemed to me that Roy
and Ron, especially, had been done in by bad luck, not
their determination. I hope they all give it another
shot.
Peter Coates came over for a chat. Peter is, amongst
other things, the race timekeeper. He’s your
archetypal eccentric British ex-pat. If you dropped him,
wide-brimmed hat, white locks, moustache and all,
into the Klondike gold rush in the 1900’s, he would not
look out of place. However, Peter is one of the biggest
cogs in the race, and a huge part of what makes the
whole thing tick, and certainly a character the Brits
competing gravitate to. We talked about out little
group, principally to explain that we’d be setting off at
the same time. I think I made a comment about how
we were that tight at this stage, we’d all finish
together. He came back with some comment about
someone breaking ranks and finishing ahead, and I
retorted with some quip about being British, and as
such I’d never do that. “Really? Haven’t you heard of
Perfidious Albion?” Peter roared with laughter. This
was going to come back to bite me later, but it was kind
of a fair point. I’m British, but not in that way… Ten to
nine was looming. It was time to start up again…
*
I’m back in the boat and the dusk is beginning to settle.
I’m holding on to the pontoon behind Marieke and

Wolfgang, just ahead of Sergey. Peter counts us down.
“Three…two...one...go!”, and we are off again. The
lactic acid in my arms is killing me, and we head
Southwest from CP5 into a headwind. I grimace,
hoping that we’re not going to be into the wind the
rest of the way. Thankfully the river snakes round to a
more Northerly direction, and the wind ceases to be a
factor. We’re on the move. It takes a good twenty
minutes before the lactic burns off and things settle.

aligned at that moment, that alignment stayed for a
fair chunk of the rest of the race.
At about eleven thirty, as we round a bend in the river,
we hit a jaw-dropping sight. The sun, the Midnight Sun,
is just touching the horizon, and the water from one
bank to the other is pure gold. The banks themselves
are glowing. Bear’s Den’s Elysium is turning over on the
Ipod just to crown off the moment. I didn’t really know
it until that moment, but this is what I’d come here for.
In an instant, the race ceased to be about the finish,
but about the trip. It was magnificent, just utterly
stunning. I drop my blades and pick up the camera. (I
only took four pictures during the race, and all four
were of that vista.) It honestly felt as if everything

We paddle on to Five Finger Rapids. There’s some
trepidation in the group about running them, but the
water is at a similar level to the previous year, and
turns out to be nothing to worry about. We have new
landmarks to eat the elephant with. After Five Fingers
comes Minto, Fort Selkirk. The night holds the heat
until about 2am, after which it cools, bottoming out at
about 6am. The darkest stretch is down to Minto, and
during this time we catch up with SUP N Irish. You must
hand it to the SUP guys: they’re a weird breed, but
unbelievably tough. He’s wobbling a fair bit, but if I’d
been trying to paddle a board in the dark after that
long it’d have been a lot messier. He stops to stretch
at Minto, and we press on.
About this time, I dig out Kitty’s sandwiches. In the
chat I’d had with Sharon in Hereford beforehand, she’d
told me about a cheeseburger she’d stashed in foil in
her buoyancy aid and eaten ten hours later. She’d
described it as one of the most delicious things she’d
ever eaten. I may be biased, but Kitty trumped that
cheeseburger by some distance. Thin sliver of ham,
with a hint of mustard, bread the Welsh sing about. As
for the apples… I never normally eat apples. These
were heavenly. I restricted myself to half a sarnie at a
time, but boy they were good, and with every
mouthful I thank the ladies for what they’d done.
At some point, we try to paddle in formation, but when
it all pans out what happens is we paddle in a sort of
rotating system, someone out front, a couple in the

middle, and someone out back, maybe more than a
hundred metres between. I think everyone has a good
few hours that night, and then some not so good. I go
well down to Minto, but on the stretch toward Fort
Selkirk I flag. Wolfgang offers me a caffeine tablet and
I perk up. Who’d have thought? I’d dismissed caffeine,
as with the gargantuan quantities I drink, I thought I
was immune to its effect, but I’m happily proven
wrong.
We all benefit from each other, but I think over all we
gain the most from Marieke. She’d raced this before,
and knows the course. My maps lie untouched on the
deck; the Garmin tocks over, but I’m more interested
in the numbers it’s generating, recording how far we
have come, and I am loving the landscape, loving
where we are.
We approach Fort Selkirk just before seven on Friday
morning. I’ve now been up for forty-eight hours! I
normally can’t go a night without eight hours, and now
this? This is ridiculous and hilarious. The water breaks
about a metre from the right-hand side of my boat and
a bedraggled furry head of a beaver appears. He clocks
me in that instant, the eyes go wide and startled by my
intrusion, he dives. Up until now I’ve seen or heard
splashes by the banks where a beaver has dived, but
wildlife has been thin on the ground. Thank you, Mr
Beaver! I now have some Yukon wildlife in the memory
locker.
We pass by the two huts that constitute the oncecapital of Yukon Territory, and press on into the day.
I’m starting to get a niggle in my right arm, on the
inside of the bicep. To start with it’s a nuisance, but by
midday it has turned into a full-scale problem. This is

ridiculous! All through training my problems have
been with my left side, and that’s been fine all race,
and now the right: really? I’m now dropping off the
back of the wheel, off the group. In my head, I start to
resign myself to losing the three amigos and finishing
alone. It gets so bad that I start paddling with my right
elbow planted on the deck, forearm vertical, using my
right hand as a rocker for the left arm and blade to
pivot off.

the first pow-wow after we’re on the move. We have
a chance of breaking sixty hours if we’re disciplined
about the last section, and this was her pre-race
target. We all owe her, and this is an easy decision. We
set on a strategy of an hour’s paddle followed by a
couple of minutes break for food, calls of nature and
so forth. It’s finalised, and we dig in.
The blisters aren’t great at this stage. They are puffed,
and in one case, holed. I take expedient remedial
action, and bite the skin off the three of them, edging
them as neatly with my teeth as I can. The fluid inside
is clear and gone instantly. It stings for a few minutes,
but after that they start to dull, and with the flaps
gone, I know it’ll be less uncomfortable later.

Marieke spots there’s an issue. (I assume that this was
the second of the two times when she thought the
group was gone.) She drops back to see what the
problem is, and I explain what’s the matter. She digs
into her pharmacy and produces some Tylenol and
Ibuprofen. My Ibuprofen is buried in the back of the
boat: I’m way less organised. It takes half an hour to
kick in, but the effects are miraculous. Almost on the
half hour, it kicks in and I can paddle pain-free. What
the hell? I think she took exception to me referring to
it as a pharmacy, as something gets lost in translation,
but it is bloody brilliant. We’re ticking.
It’s hot again as we hit the middle of the day. I’m
dipping the hat and putting the sunblock on, but
feeling mentally like a million dollars. I’m reaping the
rewards from Percy’s training recommendations, and
all the hard work on the Ashby. Marieke’s river
knowledge is paying dividends as we take the inside
channel around Sleepy Hollow bar and bite half a mile
out of a C2 in front. I do have the maps out now, and
I’m calculating times using those and the GPS to Coffee
Creek. Things are slowing, and we are all tired, but
we’re still biting chunks out of the mammoth. We
arrive in Coffee at 2:40 pm on Friday afternoon. Now,
I’m seriously ready for a kip.
*
Coffee Creek allows you all of three hours before you
tackle the archipelago that appears in the middle of
the river after the White River confluence. Its purpose
is to give you enough sanity to cope with it. Once our
boats were carried up the bank, we went to get some
food and sleep. The organisers have an awning set up,
and I unfurled my sleeping bag, took off my PFD and
threw myself down on top – it was warm enough not
to need to be in the bag. You’d have thought after two
and a half days I’d be out like a light, but I was still
hyper, and sleep wasn’t coming. The local insect life
wasn’t helping, using my butt as a pincushion. After an
hour I got up and retrieved my insect repellent from
the back of my PFD. Amusingly as soon as I did so, a
number of somnolents stirred and asked if any
repellent was spare. No problem! The bottle went
round, and then my head went down.

As we pass Kirkman there’s a shout from the front of
the armada. Marieke has spotted a moose and its calf
on an island to the right. Further on we pass some
campers on the left bank. It transpires they’re from
Cheltenham. You go all that way and you still find Brits
in the unlikeliest of places…

It felt like I had just nodded off when Sergey gently
tapped me.
“It’s time.”
“Nooooooooooo!” I was just at the point of nodding. I
can’t have had more than an hour, and I hadn’t really
gone. However, this was less a wail and more humour
at the situation. I knew this was the last leg. It didn’t
matter. We went over to the boats. I recall seeing Kelly
from Sisu, and I think Joanne. Marieke suggested that
I get my arm checked out before we went – thankfully
someone recognised my lack of sense at that stage, so
I went to see the medic. She strapped my right arm
with KT tape in such a way as to take the strain off the
inside of my bicep, and she gave me more Tylenol,
which I added to my now to-hand supply of Ibuprofen.
The three hours were up; it was time to go.
*
As we push out and head off downstream I’m in the
most euphoric mood. Even if we drift the rest of the
course, we are going to finish inside the time limit, and
on current form things are looking peachy. This time,
there is no lactic: we’re just going. Marieke initiates

Somewhere down this stretch we paddle past a forest
fire. These were mentioned in the briefing, and it’s
spectacular. The left-hand bank is, or has been,
burning from bottom to top. Nearer the waterline the
bushes, or what is left of them, are smoking, whilst
nearer the ridge, which is a long way up, the flames are
going strong on the fauna. The river is so wide that
there’s no danger to us, we’re well away from it all. The
smell of the smoke is quite something too. (With
hindsight I’m pretty sure this wasn’t a hallucination.
It’s way too vivid a recollection. The others would have
to confirm that I’m not bonkers.)
By the time we reach the White River confluence, the
hour paddle/rest strategy is starting to unravel. My
maps are out now too. You can clearly see the
boundary in the water where the silt marks the
incoming water. I fill up my bottles before we cross the
line; otherwise it’ll be grim drinking for the next ten
hours. We check the trackers, and I find out that mine
has been off for a while. I smile: that will no doubt have
caused some consternation back in Blighty.
As we approach what is page 25 in my copy of Rourke,
things take a bit of a turn. This is the tricky navigational
bit that the Coffee stop is there to help counter. If I
hear her right, Marieke says she and her partner in a
previous race came navigationally unstuck here.
Marieke has handed over her Garmin to Wolfgang, as
it transpires she’s not managed to sleep at Coffee. It’s
clear where the confusion comes from in this stretch,
as you’re looking at what you expect to be channels
and there are branches there, and the suspicion of
shallows is everywhere. It’s a silt bed river, and that

bed shifts. Percy’s rule of thumb, and I’ve yet to see
him wrong on his advice, was if in doubt stick to the
main channel. The next ten miles degenerates into a
situation which can only be described as “Too many
cooks”. Wolfgang is trying to navigate, Marieke is
directing him at the same time with all too frequent
conflabs, and I’m looking at my maps and my Garmin,
and thinking they’re at best making calls too slowly,
and at worst making the wrong calls. With the levels of
fatigue we’re experiencing, this is bound to lead to
tetchiness on all parts. It’s stop-start, and, to my mind,
we seem to be diving off into channels off to the right.
Sergey through all this, is happy and sensible enough
to stay clear of all navigational shenanigans and just
follow the herd.
By the time we’ve cleared Chris Creek, I am frustrated,
and probably not bothered about concealing that fact.
It’s not helping that the pain is back, and the stop/start
is giving the lactic something to really bite on. I suggest
that we push on at a more even pace, with less stops.
The hammer goes down and Marieke sets a blistering
pace for the next hour. It’s one extreme to the other
for me, and I’m back off the back of the group, popping
the rest of the painkillers, way over the dosage, to try
and recover my arm. By the time it works, and the hour
is up, we’re at Dead Man Island, and I’m running the
system at well over 60%. By the time we break for the
two minutes, I really need it. There is what can only be
described as a curt exchange about strategy, and it is
suggested I paddle out front, so I move on to the front.
I call back to ask for opinions on the passages in the
next four miles, but nothing is coming back. By the
time we were opposite Rosebute Creek I’m having to
wait quite a while for them to catch up, but they aren’t
catching up. They’re not actually paddling. This is a
really, really uncomfortable moment. I know I must
have been difficult to be around by this point, as I
usually am when things could be going better, but this
doesn’t feel justified. I think for a moment about just
carrying on, but I’m not Perfidious Albion, and that
ain’t happening. I sit and wait until they start and catch
up again. As the group reforms I drop in back alongside
Sergey and quietly ask “Is there a problem?”
“Everyone’s just tired” comes the reply, and that nails
it, and with that one statement it all becomes, in its
twisted way, rational, acceptable. He might not know
it, but Sergey has just diffused a potentially nasty
situation.
I paddle in Sergey’s vicinity for the most part of the
next couple of hours. The guy is in pieces, and quite
how he is holding his demeanour together this well is
incredible. His seat has caused him grief for most of the
race, and to counter the pain in his cheeks he’s

pressing his weight between the footrests and the
back of the seat to raise his bum off the base. It must
be agony, but he’s gritting through it. I offer him my
cushion, as I’m fine and can last the rest of it, but he’s
not for stopping.
More endearingly he’s trying to hallucinate. I don’t
think I have a prayer on that front as I’ve snaffled too
many of Wolfgang’s caffeine tablets to come down to
that point. Sergey’s looking for stuff in the rocks, but
rather than hallucinating, what he’s really doing is the
geological equivalent of cloudbursting. We genuinely
do see two more moose low down on the left bank,
clopping back upstream though. The nearest I’m
getting to weirdness is that the river appears to be
sloping from left to right. It’s entirely possible that this
is the case. The altimeter on the Garmin has registered
that we’ve dropped over 200 metres since the start,
and Dawson is at 370, nearly another hundred again.
It mizzles through the latter part of the night, and I dig
out the lightweight cag again. At some point, I stop to
help Marieke retrieve some antihistamine from the
front of the boat, and there’s a quiet mutual
acknowledgement of the toll the fatigue is taking on
both sides, and a clumsy reconciliatory hug. It takes me
several attempts to do up the front hatch straps on her
boat. The rig is unfamiliar and trying to learn it now is
like trying to solve a Krypton Factor puzzle. I get there
in the end, and we’re back on.
The crazy thing at this point, about four in the morning,
is that I start to feel as if I could carry on for another
day or two. I guess I might have to factor painkillers
into that equation, but I feel great. The seat is perfectly
comfortable, and other than being tired I’m on top of
the world. Every marathon, every kayak ultra I’ve done
before, I’ve been hanging on by my fingernails at the
end. Not here: I don’t really want this to end. We are
well inside the sixty-hour target, and I’ve spotted an
error in Rourke. On my reckoning, we had three to four
miles less to paddle. (It was scoffed at, but the later
check is right: If you add up the miles page to page in
Rourke it comes to 439. It doesn’t have the same ring
as 444, but the Garmin bore it out. Make of it what you
will.) This cuts another half hour from the race. Early
breakfast in Dawson is on the cards!
As we pass Baker and near Montana creek, we start
the last page. There’s a suggestion that we take a nonexistent channel on the right, and I put my foot down.
The reality of that channel was almost a gap in the
hedge, and I was fully alert, on the maps and on the
money. Things went quiet after that, but there’s not
far to go. The hour paddle and couple of minutes’
break is gone. Wolfgang has been taciturn all the way

down, but you get the impression that he’s really
hurting.

As we round the last bend, Dawson and the slide
appear on the right, and as we draw almost level with
the town Marieke quietly slips off the front of the
group to finish alone. There’s part of me that is quite
put out by this, obviously in a really British sort of way,
and part of me that gets it. While we have all profited
from one another’s company, of the four of us she is
undoubtedly the one who has put the most in to the
group, and certainly the strongest of the four. I could
have struck it out at that point and gone too, but my
Albion doesn’t work that way. There was a brief
discussion about whether we linked up arms or
paddles to cross the line, but we settle for in line, so as
we come up to the red flag we do our best to balance
the line. (It worked insofar as we got our joint place.
Apparently, they were shouting at us at this stage
“Don’t worry: we know what you’re doing. You’ll all get
the same time!”) It's a good call.

and Kitty. I stepped over to the Benders first. Gaz had
been there to help them out last year, and it was
brilliant and so apt to have them there. There were
tears, but none from me. It just felt utterly magical. We
hugged and talked for a moment, and then I turned to
Kitty. There were more tears, but again not from me.
This was surreal. I can’t remember what the
conversation started on, but it quickly got around to
the sandwiches. I started to thank Kitty effusively for
what they’d done. She was still crying. “But all I did was
make you some sandwiches!” She didn’t have a clue
how much they had done for me, and I broke and gave
her a hug. I looked over to LT. “You know what you did.
I know you know what you did.” LT, veteran of the
Yukon 1000, in a different league way above me,
nodded and smiled. I’m glad it wasn’t lost on LT. I’m
sure Kitty gets it now.

I think before I started I expected to feel a full-on armsin-the-air moment of exultation on getting to Dawson,
but as I crossed that line I felt this calmness, a serenity,
and a peace that topped it by quite some distance. I
was just…at peace. It was a fabulous bubble to be sat
in. As I rounded the back of the paddle steamer and
pulled into the finish I had the thumbs’ up from
Francis, and Andy(?) picked me out of the boat. Karen
and Michael had come down to see me in, as had LT

I got up to the Bunkhouse Hotel, and found that Adele
had dropped my bags in, and there was a note about
my passport and wallet; I’d see them later. When I took
my top off to shower, which was nearly as luxurious as
brushing my teeth, I saw that there really was some
damage to my right bicep. It was twice the size of the
left one. I stripped off the KT tape and a bit of skin. By
the time I had bicced my chrome-dome back to its
usual polished self, I felt rejuvenated, and whether it’s
euphoria or Wolfgang’s caffeine tablets, I was still
wired. Three days on one hour’s sleep! I still cannot
process that.
I switched on my phone. When it connected to the
internet it did its obligatory three minutes of pinging
while it downloaded Facebook posts. I’d only switched
on to call home. At this time, I only saw one post, and
it was the one Gaz put up as I finished.

Francis took a picture of the four of us, and for a
moment I think we four may have talked. After that I

*

mooched over to the finish line tent and sought out
Peter. There was only one thing that had to be said to
Peter at this stage: “Perfidious Albion, my @r$e!” He
hooted. The joke was on me, and it was a good one.

From that one post I suddenly realised what the guy
had been doing while I was on the water, and I started

to feel emotionally very brittle. I couldn’t look at any
more posts at that point. I spoke briefly with Mark and
Julie, and then to Dad. I don’t think I would have made
much sense at that stage, but I knew that stepping
outside of the YRQ bubble was going to be very
difficult, and talking to anyone beyond it was not going
to happen for a while.
George and Ed, the Guernsey guys were finished too,
and just down the deck from me. George’s old man
told me the Lions rugby result from that night. Now,
remember he’s a New Zealander, and I’m a huge Union
fan. The Lions had somehow snuck the second test
from the All Blacks in New Zealand, and I found out
from a (less than happy) Kiwi. This wasn’t
schadenfreude; this was, however we’d done it, an
awesome result, and I was ecstatic! The day was
getting better and better!
With no real desire to sleep, I picked up one of the kit
bags on the rationale that I had to de-prep the boat at
some point, and that may as well be now. I wandered
back down the waterfront and quietly relocated the
boat’s contents, which I was taking back to the UK, into
dry sacks and the bag, and the remnants of the food
into the bin. More people showed up. I saw Sharon,
and Joanne, who can’t have been far behind us. I was
just contemplating how to get the bags back to the
Bunkhouse (lots of bits, no energy) when Tom showed
up. Emily was a way further back up the river, having
an epic that surpassed mine, and he had time on his
hands No problem! Down came the truck and
everything loaded and back up in no time. Tom: what
a gent! I did ask him to make sure I was down at the
finish to see Emily in. That brief meeting in the Burnt
Toast, and what she was going through on that SUP
made it a moment not to miss.

15 Canada Day.

We watched the Canada Day parade from the hotel
balcony, and then I hung everything out that needed
to air and contemplated a snooze, but, as I lay down to
spark out, Adele and Steve showed up with my
passport and wallet. Plans shifted again. We went
down to the waterfront for a coffee and breakfast. I
was still feeling a bit nauseous, so I stuck to coffee, but

it was great to catch up. As we departed, and they
turned right towards the laundromat, I turned left and
spotted the ice cream parlour. In that instant, I knew
what I wanted to eat. One waffle cone and half a tub
of ice cream was the business and, much to the
amusement of various passers-by, it didn’t disappoint.
The overriding feelings of relief, release and, probably
more than anything else, gratitude, were now in full
swing. K1 might be a solo class, but this had been
anything but an individual achievement. I was now in
hock to a load of people: family, friends, and relative
strangers. The other three on the water helped make
my race, but to an extent, Marieke of the three
excepted, that was quid pro quo. Marieke had, without
doubt, given more than she’d taken. But it was the
support from all other quarters that was really at the
forefront of my thoughts. Adele, Tom, the crew at
Carmacks, the first aider at Coffee, but, more than any
others, Kitty et al.
It was by now midday. I started heading back to the
Bunkhouse, again, but bumped into Wolfgang. Now,
we hadn’t talked much during the paddle, but here
was a chance to thank him. “you have to try one of
these!” I got him an ice cream, and restrained myself
from having another, sticking to a slushie. Wolfgang
didn’t have a room until three o’clock, and was
waiting. We sat on the bank by the river and chewed
the cud for a while.
I finally got back to my room at three. Still not tired, so
I started packing gear on the rationale it would be
easier while I was in this state, and not stiff as a
sailboard as I was likely to be when I woke up,
whenever that was going to be. I’d completed the main
kit bag at four o’clock, when it suddenly hit. My body
hit the bed, my head hit the pillow, and I was gone.
Tom tried to wake me at 6pm, but I was spark-o. It was,
I think, George who roused me at 6.30. We went down
to the waterfront and joined what seemed to be the
entirety of the YRQ community on the banks to cheer
Emily in. The SUP guys were out on the pontoons to
see her in, but there were loads of the rest of us,
Kayakers and Canoeists alike, stood behind. I
understood at this point what had got Michael, Karen,
LT and Kitty’s tears flowing: the adversity Emily had
faced in the race put me in the pale. What a woman!
Now on-shore, she had her moments with the SUP
guys, and then Tom pointed me out to her. She came
over, had a hug, and started asking me about my race.
I just wanted to know about hers. That long on a
paddleboard with all sorts of traumas to deal with?
She’s without doubt one of the most resilient people
I’ve ever met.

I ate with the Guernsey Boys that night at Klondike
Kate’s, after my first beer of the year in Peggie’s. We
ended up back at their folks’ caravan at 9pm, toasting
their achievement with champagne in plastic cups and
coffee mugs. We then wandered up to Gertie’s, where
I met the Benders. Gerties for some reason didn’t feel
right, and we spent the rest of the night in the Pit. It
was about 1.30am when I finally decided enough was
enough and withdrew. I bumped into Emily on the way
back. How the hell was she still up having finished only
a few hours ago?

16 Don't mention the Lions.... The Guernsey Boys

YRQ does not end there, it closes with the banquet and
presentations on Sunday. Walking into the school hall
that morning was exquisite: a world away from last
year. I sat with Sergey and Wolfgang. Wolfgang gave
me a small present, wrapped in red tissue. I looked at
it quizzically for a moment, and then twigged what it
was. The rest of the caffeine tablets! I enjoyed the
Munich humour. They are stashed now at home. I still
haven’t unwrapped them.

It was a privilege to share the ceremony, the race, the
place, and the finish with these guys, and a lot of
friends in the room. The dinner marks the moment
that many then high-tail it away from Dawson toward
home. After last year, I felt I’d missed a trick, and took
an extra couple of days in Dawson. That evening I had
dinner with the Morrisons in the Drunken Goat, after
a brief drink with Marieke and the Girls Who Yak. Adele

summed the whole thing up at the beginning of the
meal: “It’s all about the people.” For sure.
On Monday, I was finally ready to read the Facebook
messages on ‘Strength, Stamina, Brains, and
Stubbornness’. The enormity of what Gaz had done
was quite something, and the wave of support and
then congratulations was something else again. We
spoke at length that morning about it all. It must have
been tough to sit and watch it all unfold on the maps,
but he’d had them up on the work monitors, and had
been in touch with my folks through it all. There’s still
a YRQ with his name on it to come, I’m sure.

18 Possibly the worst place for my hands to be given the
caption...

19 There are strange things done in the midnight sun...
17 At the pit with Mike and Karen

I did the tourist thing for two days in Dawson, and flew
back to Whitehorse on the Tuesday. That evening, as I
was heading for some nosh in town, I bumped into
Heidi, the other half of team Sisu. We’d not met or
spoken at all through the week, but on the assumption
that me and Kelly were friends, she stopped me for a
chat in the street. We ended up, along with her dad,
chewing the fat in the Edgewater that evening for way
longer than I’d intended, before they headed off, them
to prepare for their road trip and me for flying home.
There’s something in the symmetry of Sisu bookending
my trip, and the best of it is, I now know what Sisu
means. Which is? It’s worth a Google…
So, that’s my Quest. It’s taken me four months to get
around to reassembling this elephant, wrinkles and all.
In some respects, it has been harder to reassemble
than it was to eat it in the first place. I’ve tried to get
it all down as truthfully as I can, warts and all. I even
included the grarly bits at the back end, because it
wouldn’t be a complete elephant without it.
Thankfully, that bit is small, and not worth as much
attention as the rest. The thing is, when you step back
and consider, in its own ponderous way, it’s quite a
magnificent, majestic, mammoth of a beast. The
awesome, and I use that word with deference to all
Canadians, the awesome thing about it is that it’s not
just mine. I get to share it with a bunch of fabulous
people. Especially the ones who make the ham sarnies
from heaven.
Bald Eagle, 12 December, 2017.

